Abstract. The traditional vehicle navigation path recognition model based on PID realizes the intelligent vehicle path control based on precise mathematical model, which has low robustness and poor intelligent control performance at high speed. Therefore, the design of intelligent vehicle navigation path recognition model based on neural network, intelligent vehicle kinematics model based on neural network, the design of intelligent vehicle navigation path recognition model based on neural network structure, through the vehicle direction control, to achieve control of the intelligent vehicle navigation path. The multilayer feed forward neural network as the basic structure of T-S fuzzy system simulation, implementation of the regulation by training the weights of neural network times, to complete the design of neural network for intelligent vehicle navigation based on path recognition model. The recognition model is trained to reduce the external interference and improve the control accuracy of the recognition model, to realize the control of the intelligent vehicle path navigation. The experimental results show that the designed intelligent vehicle path navigation recognition model based on neural network has high control accuracy and strong robustness, and the intelligent control effect is good.
Introduction
The current intelligent vehicle is the key content of the development of intelligent transportation system, which has high application value in vehicle driving and military and other fields. Intelligent vehicles can reduce the probability of traffic accidents, increase transport efficiency, and promote economic efficiency. The navigation path recognition of intelligent vehicle is the key of the control of intelligent vehicle, which can ensure the stability and fluency of the vehicle autonomous driving, so it has high application value. The traditional vehicle navigation path recognition model based on PID and the intelligent vehicle path control based on accurate mathematical model have low robustness and poor intelligent control performance at high speed. Intelligent vehicle has the quality of high dynamic and time-delay and cannot get accurate mathematical model because of the disturbance of various uncertain factors. The intelligent control technology based on neural network solves the problem existed in PID method well. Fuzzy neural network does not need accurate mathematical model. Based on fuzzy logic, it can complete driver's experience control, and the mapping rules can be generated by training and learning to realize the intelligent control of vehicles. In this paper, an intelligent vehicle navigation path recognition model based on neural network is designed to ensure that intelligent vehicle can track the expected path in the upper cycle with high speed and precision.
An Intelligent Vehicle Navigation Path Recognition Model Based on Neural Network

Intelligent Vehicle Kinematics Model
This paper provides an analytical basis for the design of the intelligent vehicle navigation path model by tracking the moving path of the intelligent vehicle. 
In formula 1, v represents the instantaneous linear speed of an intelligent vehicle, ῳ represents the angular velocity of an intelligent vehicle. The constraint equation of formula 1 is as follows: (2) The position R of the intelligent vehicle is regarded as the reference material of the moving path of the vehicle, and the current position coordinate of the intelligent vehicle is ( , , ) 
When the reference point is set on the right side of the intelligent vehicle, the distance between the two points is a positive number(D=d). If the reference point is on the left side of the vehicle, the distance is expressed as a negative number(D=-d).
Structure Design of Intelligent Vehicle Route Navigation Control Model
In this paper, the intelligent vehicle dynamic permit model based on the above analysis and the structure of the intelligent vehicle path navigation control model based on fuzzy neural network are described in figure 2. After image processing of the path deviation information of the intelligent vehicle, the lateral and azimuth deviation of the intelligent vehicle can be obtained, and then the synthetic deviation can be obtained by merging the path deviation information of the intelligent vehicle. The fuzzy logic is used to control the lateral deviation of the intelligent vehicle. The result of the comprehensive deviation is taken as the input data of the controller, and the front wheel angle is the output result. It can control the driving direction of the vehicle through the neural network and realize the control of the intelligent vehicle path navigation. 
Design of Intelligent Vehicle Navigation Path Recognition Model Based on Fuzzy Neural Network
The design principle of intelligent vehicle navigation path recognition model based on fuzzy neural network is as follows: Multi-layer feedforward neural network is used as the basic structure to simulate the T-S fuzzy system, and the weights of the network can be adjusted by training for several times, which can optimize the operation of the network. The combination of fuzzy technology and neural network makes neural network have strong reasoning and association ability. The fuzzy clustering center is obtained from the vehicle data center by the fuzzy C-means clustering method. The fuzzy clustering center is regarded as the former center of the rule. The given data is divided into n different categories, and n kinds of clustering centers are represented by 1 2 3 ( , , ) 1, 2,...
The form of n fuzzy rules is as follows:
If x is A x and x is A x then y is y n  (5)
In this paper, Gao Si function is adopted as the regular pre-function of T-S fuzzy neural network, which makes the function curve smooth. The expression is as follows:
The center and width of Gao Si function are denoted by c ij and b ij respectively, and the center is the cluster center after fuzzy C-clustering. In this paper, the partition number of input variables is set to 7, that is, the synthetic deviation is mapped to seven fuzzy subsets, and the resulting fuzzy neural network structure is shown in figure 3 . Different levels accomplish different tasks and pass the results of the task to the next level. The first layer is the data input layer, which mainly receives the deviation and the rate of deviation change, and its nodes are directly connected with the data, which can normalize the input data, and the processing results are transferred to the next layer to continue processing. The second layer is the generating layer of membership function, which is responsible for the fuzzy operation of the input data and the conversion of the data into fuzzy quantities, that is, the membership degree of the fuzzy subset. The membership function is the Gao Si function after clustering.
( ) exp( ( )
In this formula, μ ij denotes the j th membership function of the variable i, and the data input value of the controller is expressed by x, c represents the center of the function, b is the width of the function. The value of i is 1 or 2, which represents the dimension of the input variable, j represents the number of neurons.
The third and fourth layers are the fuzzy inference layer, which can optimize the membership function and build the fuzzy rules. The neuron in the third layer is the antecedent part of fuzzy rules, the output result is the weight of the rule:
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The fuzzy set 1 1 A , 1 2 A and 1
in the first rule in the above expression mean that the input x in the first rule belongs to the membership of the μ-set 1 1 A . In the fourth layer of the normalization process, the output of each neuron represents the proportion of the corresponding rule after the normalization operation. 
The fifth layer represents the output layer of the fuzzy neural network, which controls the output results. The output result is the product of the proportion of the fourth layer corresponding rule after normalized operation and the weight of the neuron. The expression of the neuron weight is as follows:
In the formula,
 is the parameter in the fuzzy rule,
 is the latter part of the fuzzy rule. If n control rules are used altogether, the output results of the fifth layer, that is, the final navigation path control results of the intelligent vehicle, are as follows:
The fuzzy neural network vehicle controller can form 49 fuzzy rules through the fuzzy C-mean classification and the fuzzy neural network. If the first rule is set to R, the expression of the rule is: 
R if x is A and x is A then
In the formula, l u denotes the output of rule i.
The Training of Fuzzy Neural Network Intelligent Vehicle Navigation Path Recognition Model
From the structure of the fuzzy neural network, we can see that the first three including input layers, hidden layers and output layers of the intelligent vehicle navigation path recognition model constructs a forward network structure, and the fourth layer mainly carries on the neuronal reasoning. Drivers drive smart vehicles to collect road traffic data. During the vehicle's travel, drivers collect e l ,U and 0 v values every 60 ms and collect the results into a single data file. The data collection time is 20 minutes in total. The navigation path of driving intelligent vehicle includes four paths: straight line-curve-straight line or S curve-straight line-S curve. Abnormal data were removed and a neural network based on intelligent vehicle navigation path recognition model was obtained. After driving many times, 600 sets of data of the path S curve-straight -S curve were obtained, and the initial learning rate of the controller is 0.3, the momentum coefficient is 0.9, and the error probability is 0.1%. The weights W1 and threshold B 1 of the hidden layer and the W 2 and B 2 of the output layer are obtained after several training. The learning efficiency of the intelligent vehicle navigation path recognition model using TS model and fuzzy neural network design is 5%. The training sample data is imported into the neural network structure for offline training. After training, the training sample has a memory function, and offline training can be adjusted the fuzzy parameter on the training sample, it makes the fuzzy neural network effectively simulate the relationship between input and output, and reduces external interference, and improves the control accuracy of the intelligent vehicle navigation path recognition model.
Experimental Results and Analysis
In the experiment, the neural network-based intelligent vehicle navigation path recognition model is used to control a certain type of intelligent vehicle. The recognition model performs linear path and circular path navigation for smart vehicles at a speed of 1 m/s, and then implements MATLAB Advances in Engineering Research, volume 154 simulation, the original sample data was obtained from driving a smart vehicle. It is assumed that the data tracked in the experiment can collect accurate data in 20 samples, the upper angular velocity in the linear motion is 0 degrees per second, and the angular velocity in the circular shape is 12.264 degrees per second. Twenty samples were simulated and trained 1,000 times. Table 1 and Table 2 
In the above two tables, θ indicates the direction angle error, D indicates the distance error, and ω indicates the angular velocity error. From the tracking results of straight line and circular path in Table 1 and Table 2 , the vehicle angular velocity becomes more stable, the convergence is higher and the robustness is stronger after the fuzzy neural network training of the model in this paper. Fig. 4 shows the motion trajectory error in the intelligent vehicle route guidance after the control of this recognition model. It can be seen from the figure that the error of the motion trajectory is within 0.5 meters, which indicates that the accuracy of the model is higher and the intelligent vehicle path navigation can be accurately identified. It also can be seen from the figure that the peaks with higher fluctuations are in the locations where the road curvature is high and the relative volatility is high, which is in line with the actual driving experience. 
Conclusion
This design is an intelligent vehicle navigation path recognition model based on neural network. It realizes the experience control of intelligent vehicle path through fuzzy neural network and improves the control precision of the model by training the recognition model and realizes the high precision control of intelligent vehicle path.
